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Abstract—This paper describes a new key forwarding pro-
tocol for networks messages exchange which guaranties both
authentication of participants and forward security. The protocol
lies within the framework of a keys derivation scheme used
for spanning tree-based networks messages diffusion where
compromising a key in a node involves compromising all derived
keys in the corresponding subtree. A complete specification and
full proof of the protocol will be subject of a longer forthcoming
conjoint paper.

Index Terms—forward security; key exchange protocols; access
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FOREWORD

The ARCANA Project is an ongoing research project of
ERISCS Research Group at the University "Méditerranée" of
Marseilles (with contribution from the ACrypTA association).1

The aim of the project is to provide guidelines, components,
tools and associated methodologies for dealing with communi-
cating systems security requirements, privacy and anonymity.
Our research group develops a cryptographic platform for the
design of secure protocols in critical communicating systems.
This short paper presents a new secure protocol for exchanging
secret keys within a communication network.

The protocol is a key feature of our project for the use, in
a secure way, long-term keys generated within the platform
primitives and which require to be exchanged through any
communication network and therefore allowing the construc-
tion of new protocols for secure routing of messages in a
large family of actual or future networks (including mobile
and adaptive networks).

I. SCOPE

The aim of the paper is to introduce the KTP (for Keys
Transfer Protocol) for exchanging secret keys within a commu-
nication network. The protocol allows users to exchange fixed
keys without compromising security. It uses a key agreement
protocol in order to construct a session key and relies on it
in order to transmit the fixed key. Therefore, secure transfers
are obtained using a symmetric cryptography scheme which
is more efficient than usual asymmetric cryptography.

1Elements of this document may be subject to patent rights which are not
yet known by the authors. ERISCS and ACrypTA shall not be held responsible
for identifying any or all such elements and associated patent rights. Please
do not hesitate to inform us if you identify such parts in this document.

Such a protocol can be used, and is often mandatory, for sev-
eral application classes which use fixed key exchanges through
a communication network that requires rights management
with one key associated to each level of a given exchange
protocol. Such a key hierarchy scheme has been presented
for instance in [HBBC07]. Keys which can have quite huge
cryptoperiods are said long-term keys. Exchanging them with a
simple asymmetric cryptographic protocol does not guarantee
forward security, which is a quite critical property for the
transfer of that kind of keys. We will precise in the next
section, in the context of this paper, the notion of forward
security.

The KTP protocol is a construct using several basic cryp-
tographic primitives. It uses hash functions, pseudo-random
generators, block cipher and MAC (Galois Counter Mode
[MV04]), and a Station-to-Station like protocol (STS [DV92]).

The mechanisms to use in order to forward a key between
two nodes of a network depend of the properties held by the
key. Whenever keys are ephemeral, they do not necessarily
need to be forwarded ciphered thanks to a key agreement
protocol based on a DH assumption ([SA99]). Usually, such
keys are directly generated according to a key agreement
protocol such as STS protocol citeSTS or are forwarded using
a key encapsulation mechanism such as PSEC-KEM ([S01]),
or any other mechanism based on a public key encryption
scheme.

Whenever such keys are long-term keys, it is preferable
to cipher them thanks to another key generated using a
protocol based on a known hard problem whose parameters
are ephemerals, i.e. used only to transfer the fixed key and
discarded immediately after.

This paper is structured as following: we first introduce the
proposed approach for the construction of the new protocol,
then we will specify the KTP protocol. Finally, we will
introduce, by lack of space in this short paper, general proof
of security hints for our protocol. Some examples of use are
also sketched.

II. APPROACH

Our research group is interested, thanks to several col-
laborative R&D projects, in some classes of applications of
embedded critical communicating systems which require fixed
key exchange and forward security.



Two key exchange protocols are widely used, STS and
PSEC-KEM. STS is based on the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol and provides forward security; it supplies an elegant
way to establish a secure direct link between two entities (e.g.
nodes in a network). This is a key agreement protocol in
which two entities take part to the construction of secret keys
that never transit within the network so that an attacker can’t
retrieve the keys. Such a key is not fixed and is constructed
on-the-fly whenever required.

PSEC-KEM is a key encapsulation algorithm. Key en-
capsulation mechanisms (KEMs) are cryptographic processes
designed to secure symmetric key transmission using asym-
metric cryptography. PSEC-KEM is divided into three algo-
rithms: KGP-PSEC, ES-PSEC-KEM-encrypt and ES-PSEC-
KEM-decrypt. KGP-PSEC is the key pair generation algo-
rithm, it takes no input and outputs a key pair (W, s) where
the public key W is a point on an elliptic curve parameter
and the private key s a non-negative integer. ES-PSEC-KEM-
encrypt takes in input W and outputs a cipher text c0 and
a symmetric key k. ES-PSEC-KEM-decrypt takes in input s
and c0, and outputs k. In PSEC-KEM, the forward security
cannot be insured; indeed, if an attacker intercepts c0 during
its transmission and if the secret s is disclosed, the attacker
can then retrieve the secret key k by executing the PSEC-
KEM-decrypt algorithm. In this way, (s)he can disclose all
data ciphered with the key k. Another specific point of PSEC-
KEM, which is not compliant with our goals, is that k can
not be shared with more than one entity/node. Indeed, the key
k is generated in the ES-PSEC-KEM-encrypt algorithm, and
this algorithm needs the public key of the associated entity.

Our purpose in this paper is to propose a fixed key exchange
protocol which also provides forward security. In order to
precise the signification of forward security in this context, let
us suppose that we are working in a hierarchical document
exchange system structured in the following way: to each
document is associated a master key from which we derive
keys for the users according to their level n of rights for
accessing the document (or parts of the document). Let us
denote by K(f, n) the key associated to the file f (document
or part of a document) and for the level n. Our protocol
describes a network transaction scheme exchanging the key
K(f, n) between a key server and a user of level n who
wants to access that file f . If for any reason an exchange
compromises the key K(f, n), and if the system is forwardly
secure, the previous exchanges, which do not concern the file
f , remain secure.

First, we construct a session key between the two partici-
pants by using a STS-like protocol. Thus, in order to transfer
the fixed key, we cipher it with the session key and forward it
to the destination entity. Therefore we exchange a fixed key by
preserving forward security. Moreover, the acknowledgement
part of the protocol is of interest to prove the successful
transfer of a key, then updating all history in a reliable way.

III. THE KTP PROTOCOL

A. Context

A would like to deliver an imposed secret key K to U
securely, without compromising any of the implied private
element which leads to the compromise of all of the derived
keys. The security of our protocol is based on the hardness of
CDHP (Computational Diffie-Hellman Problem).

B. Sizes of KTP protocol

The size of KTP is defined by the key size of the used
block cipher. Once this size is chosen, all the sizes of the
other components are fixed. Three sizes are actually allowed:
128 bits (usual security level), 192 bits and 256 bits (top level
security).

C. Cryptographic tools used

This protocol is a mix of several efficient cryptographic
primitives. Indeed, we need a signature algorithm, a hash
function, a key derivation function, a pseudorandom number
generator, a symmetric cipher and an associated mode of
operation. Besides, we need to perform some operations over
elliptic curves.

To construct a key between two entities we use a STS-like
protocol detailed in the first part of the protocol description.
To sign data we use indifferently ECDSA (cf. [NIS09]) or
EDDSA in which the group associated to the elliptic curve
is replaced by the group associated to the Edwards Curve (cf.
[Edw07], [BBJ+08], [ILR10]). To hash, we use SHA-2 family,
excepted SHA-224. To derive a key we use KDF1 (defined by
[ISO06]). Finally, to cipher/decipher data we use AES-GCM
(refer to [NIS01] and [MV04]).

Algorithms and protocols will be used as following:

Size of KTP Hash Function Arcana-ECDB Curve
(cf. [ILR10], [?])

128 bits SHA-256 {w, e}∗256-XXX
192 bits SHA-384 {w, e}∗384-XXX
256 bits SHA-512 {w, e}∗512-XXX

* w for ECDSA and e for EDDSA

D. Parameters - Related sizes

Let us define the parameters of the KTP protocol.
1) klen is the bit size of the secret keys. This is then the

bit size of the keys for the chosen block cipher and by
definition the size of the system KTP.

2) hlen is the bit size of the digest by the hash function.
3) G is the cyclic group used by the public key signature

system, g is the fixed generator of this group, Gsize =
|G| is the order of G.

4) rdlen is the bit size of the random elements chosen in
the Phase 2 of the algorithm.

5) tlen is the bit size of the tag generated by the block
cipher in Galois Counter Mode.



E. Notation

Let’s denote by
• σ(x, d) the function which outputs the appendix of a

signature when the input is x and the private key is d.

• Sig(M,d) =
(
M,σ

(
h (M) , d

))
is the function which

outputs the complete signature of a message M with
the private key d. The output has two components : the
message M itself and the appendix computed using the
hash h(M) of the message M and the private key d.

• id(U) returns the identity of the User U . id(U) has 128
bits.

• R(x) returns a pseudo-random number r such that 0 ≤
r < x.

• G is the cyclic group used by the public key crypto-
system, and g a generator of G. The order of G is n =
|G|.

• e(X) and d(X) are the public key and the private key of
X for the signature system.

• t is the length of the block cipher key, E(M,k) outputs
(C, T ) where M is the plaintext, k the secret key, C the
ciphertext and T the tag.

• KDF(x, t) is a key derivation function which given an
octet string x and a length t outputs an octet string of
length t.

• l is a length for random numbers used in Phase 2 of the
protocol, l is at least 128-bits sized.

F. The protocol

The user U requests to the server A the secret key K related
to a file. To do that, the user U constructs a request string and
then, the user U and the server A run the protocol which is
divided in two phases, as described bellow.

1) The request string: The user U constructs the request
string rs:

rs = rnum||id(U)||prm,

where
• rnum = R(2256); rnum is the request number and must

be present in each exchange related to this request.
• prm is a parameter string of length 128 bits for additional

information (for example the identifier of a file, etc.).
2) Phase 1 : exchange of a session secret key: The user U

and the server A run the following STS-like protocol in order
to produce a session key S. This session key S must be used
for this protocol only.
U-> The user U sends Sig(rs, d(U)) to A;
A-> A analyses the data in rs and verifies the signature. If

the user is authenticated and if the signature is correct,
the protocol continues. A draws a = R(n), computes
cA = ag and sends (rnum, cA) to U ;

U-> U draws b = R(n), computes cU = bg, S =
KDF(bcA, t) = KDF(abg, t); then U computes sU =
σ(cA||cU , d(U)) and sends (rnum, cU , E(sU , S)) to A.

A-> A computes S = KDF(acU , t) = KDF(abg, t) deci-
phers E(sU , S)) and verifies the request number and the

signature appendix sU . If something is wrong (invalid
signature and/or incorrect request number), the protocol is
canceled, else the server computes sA = σ(cU ||cA, d(A))
and sends (rnum,E(sA, S)) to U ;

U-> U deciphers E(sA, S)) and verifies rnum and sA. If
something is wrong, the protocol is canceled, else the
exchange of the session key S is performed and U
continues through the phase 2 of the protocol.

3) Phase 2 : transmission of the secret key K: Avoid-
ing replays by an adversary requires that each confidential
transmission be dependent on a random data. Furthermore,
a ciphered transmission must depend on random data which
is generated by contributions of each participant. Although
GCM ( [MV04]) already supplies non-determinism, we are
presenting a protocol decoupled from any mode of operation
mechanism. Also, we have to take into consideration that
we have already used the key S during the session key
exchange phase. Consequently, in order to perform the secret
key transmission, both entities execute the following steps:
U-> U computes rU = R(2l) and sends (rnum,E(rU , S))

to A.
A-> A verifies rnum, deciphers E(rU , S) and if some-

thing is wrong the protocol is canceled, else the server
draws rA = R(2l), computes E(K||rA||rU , S), uA =
σ(rA, d(A)) and sends (rnum,E(K||rA||rU , S), uA).

U-> U verifies rnum, deciphers E(K||rA||rU , S), verifies
the signature appendix uA of rA and verifies that
the received rU is the one previously sent. If some-
thing goes wrong (invalid signature and/or incorrect rU
value) the protocol is canceled, otherwise, the user gets
the secret key K. Then he acknowledges by sending
(rnum,E(σ(rA, d(U)),K)) to the server A.

A: A verifies that everything is correct by deciphering
E(σ(rA, d(U)),K) with the key K, and verifying that
the signature of rA is correct. This way the server is sure
that the user U has the good K.

In the phase above, U computes the acknowledgment which
must be something ciphered by the key K. This authenticates
the user (U) and depends on random contribution of (A) the
sender of the key. Finally, within the last step, A verifies the
acknowledgement.

G. Security
In order to lessen degrees of freedom of an adversary, in

particular regarding replays potential, some precautions will
be taken. Thus, randomized contributions are concatenated to
messages to be ciphered.

Proposition: The protocol presented above is a secure keys
transfer protocol guarantying forward security provided that:

1) STS protocol is secure;
2) the block cipher is secure;
3) the mode of operation is secure (ciphering and tag

producing);
4) the signature algorithm is secure.



Also, for an adversary who ignores the session key S, we
can suppose that the key K ciphered and serialised on the
channel must be indistinguishable from an uniformly random
octets string. This is implied by 2 and 3 above.

Finally, the only way for an adversary to retrieve the key
K is:

1) either s(he) is able to solve the CDH problem,
2) or s(he) has knowledge of the U ’s private key before the

STS initialization.

H. Examples of applications of the KTP protocol

The KTP protocol can be used in systems which require
a fixed key transfer, especially in systems where one has to
handle transmission of messages composed of large structured
data documents. Let’s consider a structured message and his
hash chain of keys corresponding to decreasing levels of
access rights for parts of the message; each sub-part being
ciphered thanks to an appropriate access level key. Such a
system requires a trusted authority (TA) which is responsible
for distributing the keys according to the different requests.
The TA generates a master key for each structured message
and must manage the keys hierarchies in a secure way at KTP
instantiation by deriving a key only when required for a given
part of the document. We will assume that keys are stored and
handled securely. Such kind of systems can be distinguished
as following:

• In a centralised approach where a main server A and
the TA are on same server. A user U1 who wants to
generate a new structured message d requests a new
key corresponding to his level i of access rights. The
server then generates a new master key kd, derives the
appropriate level key kd

i and the KTP protocol is then
set-up between the server and the user. When the key kd

i

is received, U1 will cipher each part of the structured
message thanks to the derived keys according to the
different levels of access rights selected; and then sends
the ciphered message Cd to A. Similarly, a user U2 who
wants to access this same message shall request it with a
key corresponding to his access level j. Thus, A derives
kd

j from kd, then sends Cd together with kd
j to U2 in a

secure way using the KTP protocol. Finally U2 can only
read parts of the message according to the levels of its
access rights.

• In a distributed approach where each user can also be
a server and shall store fine-grained parts of different
structured messages. The only remaining central control
is then the TA, but whenever a user is acting as a server
it can then provide a key of lower level access rights (or
equal to his own). In this case one can say that a user who
generates a new message is going to scatter its ciphered
sub-parts throughout the network. A user U2 interested
by a message d must retrieve its structure, which is
composed of pointers to parts of d ordered according to
a tree structure.

• Generally speaking in communicating distributed systems
where the nodes must be able to re-route the entire
message but are able to read only some parts of it.

The interest of a key hierarchy for complex structured
documents depends strongly on how the system should operate
and how a user wants to use it. For instance, the user can
access an entire document as a self-contained structure; in
this case, a new key is required whenever the user access
rights change. Let’s consider hereafter some specific classes
of applications.

1) One needs to manipulate objects with different views
induced by a hierarchy of access rights providing
different confidentiality levels. This can be applied for
instance for the virtual private network of a company
where data and routing information are ciphered with a
hierarchy of keys allowing to route data through nested
trusted subnetworks.

2) When one requires to handle a complex object (let’s say
a large structured document), even if the user owns only
partial rights at the moment of use. Furthermore a user
may not want to deal with the document structure when
carried or transfered using a removable device without
loose of security properties as the whole document
remains ciphered. In particular when the document has
to be physically transported by people who shall not
have access to some or all of its parts.

3) Handling entire documents loses interest in applications
where the client is able to consult only parts of it. This is
the case, for instance, for a website whose only the pages
requested are to be downloaded. Besides, a simpler
way to ensure confidentiality in such a client/server
application is to use secure channels.
Nevertheless one can find centralised applications where
using ciphered structured files is more interesting than
the use of secure channels. To illustrate the benefits
of using a key hierarchy when compared with secure
channels, let us take a simple example from the use
of Internet Group Membership Protocol (cf. [CD02])
for Internet Protocol Television networks. Let’s consider
a tree-structured network where the root node is a
storage server, leaf nodes are the clients and remaining
intermediate nodes are routers performing blind filtering
with, optionally, caching capabilities. We also consider
that clients connected to a same router have similar
levels of confidentiality and that these levels decrease
with the depth in the tree. In this scheme, at a given
instant in time, if several users, having different levels
of access rights, request accessible parts of the same
document, the routing nodes let pass only the needed
content for children nodes without local content access.
The network bandwidth can therefore be used in an
adaptive optimised way.
If we compare with an alternative scheme which uses



end-to-end secure channels, one can note that the links
of the network’s backbone (closer to the root node in
the tree) are uselessly overloaded. The use of step-
by-step secure channels also allows filtering but this
method makes sense only if the data are handled in plain
text (non-ciphered documents). The use of step-by-step
secure channels has several drawbacks:
• Data filtering is not a blind filtering
• The use of multiple secure channels affects band-

width performance.
• If router nodes perform caching in addition to rout-

ing, other problems can arise such as re-encryption
of data before their storage and need to store the
corresponding keys (re-encryption) in a tamper re-
sistant location. We must therefore put more faith
in these routers.

• There are as many keys generated as the number
of hops needed in the data routing scheme, thus
increasing access time.

The handling of documents ciphered according to
several levels of access rights does not come for free.
Indeed, we have to establish an end-to-end secure
channel with KTP protocol between A and the user in
order to transfer the key. Nevertheless, when compared
to other solutions this secure channel is used only to
send a short message.

The figure bellow presents an example for two docu-
ments.
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Fig. 1: CDi stands for “Ciphered Document” at i level
of access rights, Aj(6=1) and Uk stand for routers and

users respectively

4) When dealing with a peer-to-peer network, where parts
must be ciphered on each node and where the distri-
bution of all parts of a document into the network is
quite homogeneous, this distribution does not depend
necessarily on the access right levels of each node. A
key pre-distribution for each structured message is a
convenient and imediate solution.
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